Introduction
Social tango is always improvised. Each Mark
(leader) spontaneously draws from his personal
collection of moves to express the music in the space
available.
Unless she’s a beginner, his partner shouldn’t be
a factor in which moves he chooses, but she may
contribute her own dynamics and adornos.

Most Marks’ collections contain sequences. A sequence
is a series of steps: from 3 to 20 distinct movements that
compose a very nice phrase.
Marks gather their sequences from classes, observation of
other dancers, and watching performances.
Unfortunately, most Marks have rather small collections,
because to execute a sequence, the Mark must memorize
the whole thing, and remember which foot to start on.
The size of his collection determines the range of his
dance.

Memory limits aren’t the only problem with sequences.
While every sequence can be danced with various musical
interpretations, Marks often don’t take this opportunity.
The sequence overrides the music.
Each sequence takes up a certain space on the floor, and
if a Mark hasn’t predicted everyone else’s movements, the
sequence could take him too close to other couples. But
it’s frustrating for Marks to abort sequences once they’ve
started, so they may try to complete it, causing a traffic
hazard. If he does abort the sequence, frustration often
takes a toll on connection and musicality.

The most serious problems with sequences is how they
dull followers’ (Revels) perceptions and skills.
When Revels dance the same sequence too often, it
becomes an automatism – an automatic response of
her body to certain stimulus. Then when a Mark does
something similar but distinct, she may mow right over
him with the automatism, missing out on the charm
and surprise she yearns for and discouraging his further
attempts at creativity.
Thus there is a dangerous collective effect of too many
Marks learning and relying on the same sequences.

There is a way to dance without memorizing sequences.
As tango re-emerged after the dictatorship in Argentina
a new generation of dancers studied the sequences and
broke them down to their smallest parts: the Elements of
tango.
When they started to draw from the Elements, instead
of sequences, their improvisations quickly became much
more diverse and interesting – causing some people to call
their dancing a “new” (nuevo) tango, even though they
were only using the old language in new combinations.

Learning to dance from the Elements means that instead
of studying sequences, students seek to have a wholistic
overview of every possible tango movement: this forms a
curriculum of study.
For each Element, students need to master:
• what makes it distinct from all the other other elements,
• the specific technique it relies on, and
• how to find all its variations
With this skill, dancers’s collections expand quickly to
hundreds of possibilities after each step.

When dancers improvise one step or element at a time,
they can be more responsive to changing floorspace,
diverse music, and the partners’ moods.
When Revels can’t predict the sequences, they become
more alert and connected.
Improvising from the Elements gets us more of everything
we love about Tango:
... More intense connection
... Richer Musicality
... More perfect embrace
... Safer Ronda

So what are the Elements?
Experts count and name them differently, but we all
draw on the same finite inheritance. TangoForge has
distilled that inheritance into 25 Elements which form the
curriculum of our MasterCourse.
Our KnowledgeBase hyperlinked Encyclopedia tracks a
much larger set of words and names, explaining why they
are used and how they relate to the 25 Elements.
This workbook helps you to assess your knowledge of
the Elements so you can take responsibility for your
education, instead of relying on a teacher for your next
sequence.

Part I
Self-Test

Self-Test 1: Familiarity
Without using any reference materials, see how many elements are familiar to you:

Front step

Rebote

Back step

Alteración

Side step

Voleo Circular

Change of foot

Voleo Lineal

Molinete lineal

Gancho

Ocho

Rebote cadera

Sacada

Patada

Double-giro

Volcada

Single-giro

Colgada

Calesita

Soltada

Cross
Parada
Barrida/Sandwichito

Adorno
Salta, Sostenida

Self-Test 2: Variations
The most common 10 Elements are listed below. See how many variations of each you
know. Give your own names to the variations you know and use.
You can refer to our Elements Playlist: www.TangoForge.com/Tube
Change of Foot
Cross
Sacada
Parada
Barrida
Giro
Rebote
Voleo
Gancho
Adorno

Self-Test 3: Dance Analysis
You’ll need to shoot a video of yourself dancing one song before completing this page.
Watch the video 3 times to answer these questions.
1. What do you do beautifully?
2. What is weak?
3. A sequence is any pattern of 3 + steps that you repeat. Identify your
most common sequence:
4. Every dancer has a base for their dance. In between ideas, they do
this. What do you keep returning to?
Walking to the Cross/8 count basic
Single Giro
Double Giro
Front Rebote then Side Step
Revel moving around you doing back ocho -changefoot-front ocho
Other

Part II
Workbook
To grow your dance, you need a practice partner!
If you don’t have one, download our Action Plan for Building Partners:
www.TangoForge.com/text/buildpartnersactionplan.pdf

Workbook 1:
Transforming Sequences
Exercise 1: Change the default of your Dance. Review
Step3/Question4 and try the others as a base.
•Some other bases for your dance are: sacadas, double giro.
•Try to a whole dance which doesn’t return to any default!
Exercise 2: Transform your most common sequences. Marks review
Step3/Question3. Ask your partner to help you to figure out how you
can break this sequence part way through so it ends differently.
Take notes on new ideas and experiences.

Workbook 2:
Circles and Lines
There are three circles and three lines in tango:
We can walk on a circle in double giro (both walking on the circle),
and two single-giros, Mark in the middle and Revel in the middle
(called Calesita).
We have three lines, away from the Mark, toward the Mark, or lateral
lateral (molinete lineal).
Exercise 1: Dance a tanda making sure that you use all 3 circles and 3
lines in every song.
Exercise 2: Notice the most common direction you use for each of the
circles and molinete lineal and dance using the other one.
Exercise 3: Notice the most common gait (parallel or crossed) and try
to vary it.

Workbook 3:
Use both sides
Exercise 1: Find your most frequent cross, voleo, parada, rebote, and
sacada. Make sure you know how to do each on both sides.
Exercise 2: Find your most frequent sandwichito and go into it with your
feet crossed instead of parallel.
Exercise 3: Find your most frequent barrida, do it with the other foot,
and do it with pull instead of push connection.
Exercise 4: If you do volcada or colgada you probably have an
entrance sequence. Do it on the other side. Then take away the
sequence and do the element directly.

Workbook 4:
Drills
Choose a short list of elements (3-6). Give the paper to a drill sergeant
(children are good at this, as are their grandparents). If it’s only
you and your partner, ask her to memorize a short list. The Sergeant
chooses from the list and commands the next move you should
do. Here are some sample lists, but you should make your own!
Remember to use variations of each element!
Cross
Giro
Sacada
Voleo
Gancho

Mark’s Sacada
Calesita
Patada
Rebote Cadera
Contra Rebote
Revel’s Sacada
Double giro
Back cross
Back Voleo
Sandwichito

Workbook 5:
Exits
We tend to exit movements in standard ways. Change it up!
Exercise 1: Contra voleo: exit to side step.
Exercise 2: Cross: exit to Mark’s and Revel’s sacadas and voleos.
Exercise 3: Volcada exit anywhere but a cross (just walking is great).
Exercise 4: Recall the 3 giros: Transition from one giro to one of the
other two before moving on.
Exercise 5: Using the previous movement’s power in the Transition:
Sacada to voleo, Sacada to Piernazo, Volcada to Colgada, Colgada
to Sacada ...

Improvisation Tools
• Just the variations of every element
in our YouTube Channel:

www.TangoForge.com/Tube

• Encylopedia of Movements & Terminology
www.TangoForge.com/KnowledgeBase

• MasterCourse comprehensive curriculum
with Technique & Variations:

www.TangoForge.com/Study

